EVALUATION OF PRODUCTIVITY AND COSTS OF MALWA FOREST MACHINE IN SANITARY FELLINGS IN LATVIA
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Abstract
The topicality of the study is determined by the increasing demand for sanitary felling services currently mainly provided by manual work. Harvesting using hand-held motor instruments is a physically hard work whose costs are increasing rapidly, but labor availability is declining. In sanitary cuttings, additional complications are caused by the use of conventional machinery in harvesting, which necessitates the creation of wide (4 m) technological corridors and significantly increases the proportion of damaged remaining trees in a stand (according to past studies, a set of middle-class forest machines in thinning of spruce stands results in 4–5% of damaged trees, but in pine stands – in approximately twice less damaged trees than in spruce stands). The compact class forest machines in thinnings result in mechanical damage to not more than 1% of remaining trees. During field trials in sanitary felling 9329 trees were felled. The average productivity working in one shift is 5.35 m³ h⁻¹ with average stands 10 cm. The cost of harvester’s productive hour is 92 € but of a forwarder it is 78. The compact class forwarder creates significantly smaller impact on the soil by reducing ruts depth and soil compaction, which is especially important in sanitary fellings and extraction of seed trees in regenerated areas.
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Introduction
The total area of sanitary fellings in Latvia in 2012–2017 was 74.5 thousand ha (average 14.9 thousand ha per year), excluding sanitary clear felling, resulting in 1.7 million m³ of timber (on average 0.35 million m³ per year). Converting to an area units extracted stock in this period was 23.5 m³ ha⁻¹. About half of the area of sanitary fellings has been extracted in state forests, the rest – in private and municipal forests. Seed tree extraction in 2012-2017 occurred in 1.2 thousand ha area, resulting in 0.2 million m³ of timber (238 ha and 39 thousand m³ per year in average). Selective landscape fellings are recorded in the Forest State Registry data since 2014. On average, 0.3 thousand ha are extracted per year in the landscape harvests, producing 3.3 thousand m³ (10 m³ ha⁻¹ on average) (CSP, 2018; Valsts meža dienests, 2019; Zemkopības ministrija, 2018). The thinning and regenerative felling of short-rotation forest plantations will increase in the coming years when short-rotation woody plants planted in the last decades will reach the age of economic use.

Sanitary fellings should be carried out if the impact of one of the risk factors has been recorded – biotic (cervids, bark beetle etc.), abiotic (wind, wet snow etc.) and anthropocentric one. An essential role for the carrying out of these fellings is damage caused by cervids game whose impact is essential (Rūba, Miezīte, & Luguza, 2014; Šņepsts et al., 2018), and wind resulting in significant natural disturbances (Donis et al., 2020; Šņepsts et al., 2020; Krisans et al., 2020).

The aim of the study is to determine productivity and prime cost of harvesting and forwarding with a set of Malwa harvesting machines in selective fellings.

Materials and Methods
The study has been implemented at Forest Research Station, Jaunkalsnavas municipality. In the study, data were collected from 9 forest compartments. The criteria for selection of stands in the sanitary felling is conformity with the following conditions – in spruce and pine forest stands, where the proportion of the dominant tree species is > 60% and extractable stock at least 10 m³ ha⁻¹, trees damaged or felled by wind-throw or insect-damaged trees, the average DBH of the felled trees up to 10 cm, the length of the strip road < 300 m.

The remaining stand in the study is intended to be monitored in the long term, so permanent circular plots are established using the National forest inventory methodology. Plot centers are marked by wooden poles that stay at least 60 cm above the ground and, additionally, with red color blowing 1/3 of the pole length. Measurements of the DBH of trees are carried out by holding a caliper gauge ruler relative to the center, measured trees are marked by pushing on them the color point, which is focused on the plot center. The tree height is measured as the distance from the root collar to the top with an uncertainty of ± 0.5 m. Where an electronic hypsometer is used for measurements; the measuring instrument is calibrated before performing the work.

Templates developed for data collection contain general information on the measured stand, the worker and the date of execution of the work in sanitary cuttings. The forms are filled before and after sanitary felling. To make it easier for the worker to fill in the data, the boxes to be filled are stained according to the required plot radius. In the collars, the damage has to indicate the injury of the measured...
tree if it is externally visible. Separate notes can be added of insect damages, dead laying trees and fallen trees (after strong wind some trees are fallen). To estimate the number of trees in the understorey that can significantly affect productivity rates, all trees in the plot are counted and an average height noted.

In sanitary cuttings, plots are placed on the longest felling diagonal. The first plot is placed with a center of 30 m from the edges. The smooth deployment of the plots is planned on a felling design by on the longest diagonal. Plot area is 200 m² (R 7.98 m). In the plot, trees are measured by species by separately dividing – pine, spruce, birch, aspen, black alder, grey alder, hard deciduous tree species combined; similarly, other soft deciduous tree species are combined too. Stem diameter is measured at 1.3 m from the root collar. The average is measured by a tree for which 1.3 m is larger or equal to 3 cm. For the construction of the height curve, height is determined by the species 1 tallest, 1 for shorter and 2 medium-height trees represented in the plot. If there are only individual trees of certain species in the plot, the height has to be measured for all of them.

Eleven work elements related to direct work and 3 elements related to other work operations have been identified for the logging process working time records. Working elements for time studies are:

1. Information fields:
   1.1. Working cycle number;
   1.2. Diameter of processed tree, DBH, cm;
   1.3. Various notes, travel, strip-road etc.

2. Working time:
   2.1. Reaching for tree with crane;
   2.2. Positioning of felling head;
   2.3. Cutting of tree;
   2.4. Delimming and bucking;
   2.5. Log moving and stacking;
   2.6. Undergrowth cutting;
   2.7. Time spent on driving into a stand;
   2.8. Time spent on leaving a stand;
   2.9. Other non-standard operations;
   2.10. Time spent on activities not related to harvesting;
   2.11. Conversations with forest owner.

The notes indicate the reasons for working breaks and other activities. Work time records do not include machine preparation for work that takes approximately 1 hour per day, but the work time records include the lubrication of moving parts carried out during the shift. The amount of fuel consumed for the cost calculation was carried out using the meter AIS Systems.

Data processing is carried out in RStudio. The Shapiro-Wilk Normality test is used to find out whether the data are consistent with normal distribution. The distribution of the number of felled trees in the average grades is described using quartiles by dividing the dataset into equal parts where 25% of the data volume represents the smallest values, 50% median, 75% represents the highest values. Cost calculation is done using a cost model published by S.Kalēja (Kalēja et al., 2018).

Results and Discussion

The diameter of felled trees ranges from 3 to 30 cm. The smallest processed tree has an average diameter of 3 cm, 25% of processed trees has 7 cm diameter, 50% or median has diameter of up to 10 and 75% of trees has a diameter up to 12 cm. The proportion of felled trees are divided by the diameter classes (Figure 1). According to the studies carried out so far, the productivity is significantly reduced if extracted trees have a diameter less than 6 cm (Lazdiņš et al., 2016; Zimelis, Kalēja, & Okmanis, 2019).

![Figure 1. Diameter distribution of trees in sanitary felling.](image-url)
Harvesting productivity in sanitary felling at an average tree of 10 ± 4 cm is 5.35 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$, number of treated trees per hour is 85 ± 19. Similar results have also been achieved in other studies where the productivity achieved in thinning is around 4.5 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$ (P.S. Mederski, 2006; P. Mederski et al., 2018). Such results are associated with technical capabilities of single grip harvesters, which determine that time to process a tree does not have a linear correlation with dimensions of tree; therefore, the dimensions of the trees to be processed have a significant impact on productivity (Figure 2).

Opposite impact of dimensions of trees on the productivity rate and number of trees processed per hour is shown in Figure 3. A reduction in the number of trees processed per hour appears when the diameter of extracted trees reaches 12 cm, which is associated with time consumed for pruning operation, which amounts to 30% of the total working time.

When analyzing productivity of different forest machine operators, a significant (<0.05) difference is found. The first operator’s average productivity is on average 6.2 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$ processing 96 trees per hour, the second operator’s productivity is 3.95 m$^3$ h$^{-1}$, treating 69 trees per hour. The significant differences in productivity are combination to different work planning and experience working with a harvester. The second operator is planning work tree by tree, whereas the first operator plans harvesting order of 5–8 trees.

The test results used in the calculations are indicators of harvesting and delivery, the load size of the logs and the average forwarding distance. The cost calculations use average productivity indicators for...
harvester and forwarder. Direct and indirect harvester costs in all scenarios are the same. The average annual cost of Malwa harvester is 146 000 €. The most of the cost is operational costs, which include variables and part of fixed cost (insurance, taxes). Staff costs are the biggest expense position (38.9% of the total cost, Figure 4).

The salary rate of the harvester and forwarder operator use in calculation is 11 € per hour. Similarly, the calculations assume that harvester operators work in one shift for 7 hours. The total number of productive working hours of harvester per year, according to the assumptions, is 1232. Cost of harvester’s productive hour is 92 €. Harvesting costs with Malwa harvester at average productivity and sawn tree dimension rates are 21 € m⁻³. Fuel consumption in harvesting is 1.2 L m⁻³. The average annual cost of Malwa loading is 123 000 €. The calculations assume that forwarder operator performs work in two shifts (duration of a shift 7 hours). The cost of the productive time of the forwarder is 78 € per hour. Fuel consumption per 1 m³ is 1.0 L. Cost of round wood production and forwarding with Malwa machines in the trials were 34 € m⁻³ (Figure 5). In similar studies, forwarder costs are significantly lower (Petaja, Mužnieks, & Kalėja, 2017; Spinelli & Magagnotti, 2010). If the total number
of shifts from the current one shift to two shifts per day is increased, the production cost would decrease to 21 € m⁻³. There is insufficient experience in operations of Malwa harvesters; therefore, operational costs may be significantly overestimated by application of a middle-class harvester and forwarder maintenance costs.

Conclusions
1. In sanitary felling, maintenance in one shift, the cost of timber preparation is 34.10 € m⁻³, increasing the number of shifts to two, the cost of timber preparation can be reduced by 60%.
2. Average productivity in sanitary cuttings is 5.35 m³ h⁻¹, at an average tree in DBH 10 cm.
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